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explains why you need to be as well when online 
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Privacy is very important, and Rich Owen breaks it down in a very relatable way as to why you need to 
protect your computer. yes - little ol’ you in your suburban townhome. 
 
Why listen to Rich? Rich has worked with massive companies, including NASA, and played a critical role in 
helping them stay protected and keep everything encoded. 
 
Educate yourself NOW, as our technology usage is increasing by the day! Listen to this whole episode of 
The Start Down Podcast, download a virus protection, encrypt what you need to encrypt, and don’t forget 
to create copies of all your important pictures and files! 
 
Ep 171 Rich Owen helped make NASA secure and explains why you need to be as well when online 
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Guest LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/rwowen/ 
 
Guest Website: https://johnnysecurityseed.com 
 
 
Guest Twitter: https://twitter.com/@John_SEC_Seed 
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Building your business with Sara Troy and her guest Rich Owen (Richard William Owen, Jr.) 
In the over 50 years of protecting information, Rich Owen has had some great opportunities and 

received much recognition. He created many computer security programs including the one for 

Mission Operations at Johnson Space Center, where the astronauts awarded him the “Silver Snoopy” 

award for protecting their lives. He is a member of the Information Security Hall of Fame and last 

year he was awarded the industry’s Lifetime Achievement Award. Now that he is retired, he is 

sharing his knowledge with individuals and small businesses.  He is the author of the “Cyber Security 

Sam” series of books, which are about a high school student who helps the FBI solve cybercrime. 
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